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Nectarticulation

While others seek the bottle or the burn - I seek 
 different liquors, different leaves.
While others seek the prick or the powder - I seek 
 different pens, different poisons.

I swallow poetry... consumed by its reckless symmetry;
I puff philosophy... blinded by its baffling braid;
I inject prose... elevated by its unrhymed refrain;
I imbibe the written word... drunk in its hallowed hodgepodge,
 its eternal tangle.

The Sage of the Concord said that the “true nectar” is “the 
 ravishment of the intellect by coming nearer to the fact.”
What Poetry.
The true nectars are not of the bottle, the burn, or the blow
   - they are the articulators of the word - the word that 
 stalks the Truth.

Forced and frequent alliteration from this drunken delusion?
Little doubt.
The best words in the best order?
Hardly.
Artifice and facade?
Not at all.

Not a mendacious or pompous romp.

Merely the naked, nervous truth of a bare-stripped wanderer,
Meandering through the streets - sober in body, a lush in the
 mind, and awash in spirit,
Searching for those not aslumber at the soul

By Michael Kaminski



Romanian Nights
By Antwan C. Pollard

Moonlight, bleed many a ray
For the creeping thirst dwells inside me

Prickling, my taste for life
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I’ve adored a few women from Maine. There was Zoe, the 
writer. She stripped my pretentions and made me feel naked. She 
sent me a copy of her first novel, Milk and Water. Her prose, her 
thoughts, her face were dreamlike. “I lean and I drink and the 
coolness courses down my throat from the night,” she wrote. She 
told me this was poor writing. She played the ukulele, and sent me 
songs she had covered. “Imagine all the people,” she sang in a trem-
bling whisper. She was there and sometimes she seemed to disap-
pear. She was older than me. She said my confidence, clumsiness, 
and appreciation was intimidating. I didn’t know what to make of 
that.

There was also Katey, the anthropologist. She would spend 
long stretches in Acadia National Park, hiking. We were night owls 
together. She was a friend of Zoe’s. She liked men with British accents. 
I did not have a British accent. She was older than me. She said I was 
not comfortable with my masculinity because I refused to watch The 
Notebook. We made plans to go to her family’s annual lobster bake.

And there was Dayna. She would drink too much and call me in 
the nighttime. We would flirt. Everyone breaks their own rules when 
they’re drunk. She would cry, too. She told me she had a boyfriend 
whom she loved. She was older than me. We would talk about how we 
both wished we had been alive in the sixties. I read Slouching Towards 
Bethlehem. She taught me to love Katharine Hepburn. I rented old 
movies, like Bringing Up Baby and The Lion in Winter, and watched 
them with the lights turned off. Hepburn was scandalous as Eleanor 
of Aquitaine.

It is wondrous to me, how technology made these connections 
possible. It has even made them feel as though, at times, they were 
face-to-face. They felt real to me, but sometimes untrue. You cannot 
know someone without having touched them, I think. There is a truth 
in our eyes; in the way that we breathe, in the warmth of our skin – a 
truth that lies nowhere else. And I have never been to Maine.

Maine
By Robert Burack
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Isis (A New Life)
By Darryl Ellison Jr.

I saw the breeze part seas and leaves from the trees fall down,

Metaphorically like a family that’s been broken…

How many tears shall I shed spending nights alone?

No one to teach me manly principles since daddy ain’t home…

The brother jetted out of my life so quick. It’s kinda ill…

Sickening that this man had kids but couldn’t stand still…

He left my mother all alone paying bills…

Yet he has the nerve to pay child support for me…

Like, where the hell is the support, but I’m his child I see…

Though he ain’t teach me how write rhymes or even to read…

A deadbeat basically stranding his seeds on the streets…

And still, I keep thinking in my mind like “Forget my father,

I always wanted a relationship, you didn’t bother…”

So I’m abandoned, and the child that he never planned…

My first day home…

Forced to be a grown man…

Now he’s a father somewhere across seas and never sees us…
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Praise be to Allah, as the God finally freed us…

Now there’s hope in our lives…

No more support from a brother who’s been leaving…

When everybody told me keep my head up, confidence rose 
to all time high,

I wished him luck with his endeavors, as I couldn’t stay mad at him 
forever…

He did us wrong, but what was yet to come was so 
incredible…

My mother had a daughter by this wise ol’ chap…

They named her “Isis”, 

I saw in her eyes she had a glow which could never dim…

With a head full of hair…

She smiled frantically, and didn’t want to see no one there but me…

I smiled right back at my younger sister…

My body froze, as if I was trapped within a winter…

Reminiscent of my father as I entered this world…

But on my life the same mistakes won’t be made for hers,

I’m sure…
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Sunrise on Lake Huron
By Barbara Burden

Cold winds gust in from Huron’s glacial deep,
As clamorous waves announce the morning tide, 
Dawn lures the waning moon to her white sleep.

Grasses dance awake from twilight’s keep,
as birds disrupt the calm to chirp and chide.
Cold winds gust in from Huron’s glacial deep.

A flash of day’s green horizon streaks, 
as Old Sol starts his climb on earth’s eastside.
Dawn lures the waning moon to her white sleep.

Flaming orange and gold festoon the sweep,
streaking up to where the stars collide.
Cold winds gust in from Huron’s glacial deep.

Jeweled colors on cloud bottoms grandly sweep,
As night’s enchanting keep is turned aside.
Dawn lures the waning moon to her white sleep. 

Brief——creation’s pallet paints the sky,
Too soon the glory melds with day’s bright pride,
Cold winds gust in from Huron’s glacial deep,
While dawn lures the waning moon to her white sleep.
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Serendipity
By Nicole O’Leary

Your memory haunts the bricks of buildings

Seeping into the cracks of sidewalks

Where I skipped, you laughed

That laugh still echoes from these rooftops

Time stands still here
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Reptilian Custody
By Michael Kaminski

When I was a kid, I was always afraid that my parents 
would get a divorce. Who would I live with? Where would we 
go? How would holidays work?

Now, I played the part of the parent. But I was no longer 
concerned with where I would go. It was about where he or she 
would go. Maybe he or she was having the same fears I did. I 
doubt it. I was a worrywart as a kid. I always thought I was going 
to get kidnapped and held for ransom. Apparently, I also had 
delusions of grandeur. Too much TV. Too many movies.

I went to her (our) house to see if we could settle this 
dispute without involving the lawyers. I rang the doorbell and 
waited.

She answered, and immediately told me to leave. I told her 
that I wouldn’t – this had once been my (our) house, too. We 
stood there in silence letting the tension breathe heavy on us. 
Awkward silences were another of my irrational fears, and she 
knew it, and she didn’t care.

“I think I should have full custody,” I said. She scoffed, 
well aware that the law would be on her side. She had the re-
ceipt. The purchase was in her name. I never had any money.

But I felt that a passionate plea should be enough. Passion 
should be enough sometimes, even if there isn’t enough of it at 
times. That’s why we were in this thing. Passion.

I could see the glow from the back corner. He or she was 
there, entirely unaware of the situation – unaware I was even 
there. Regardless, I wanted him or her. No, I needed him or 
her.

“If you give me full custody, I’ll let you have whatever you 
want.” In saying this, I knew she wouldn’t relinquish. I didn’t 
have anything to give her, and I hadn’t in awhile.
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I needed that mash of f lesh, that glorious goop encased in 
an emerald carapace. She didn’t even like him or her as much 
as I did. I knew it. And she knew that I knew it.

I made one last plea, realizing that my others were lacklus-
ter and that a bitch like her would need to be impressed, and 
exalted.

As I began, I started to cry. Snot bubbled out of my nose, 
and I realized that I had pissed my khakis. A pool formed at my 
knees. What a fine specimen of a human being – being reduced 
to a pool of piss over a red-eared slider, a turtle.

I couldn’t blame her for laughing. I’m sure I would have 
laughed if I was in her position. Neither of us were very good 
humans.

She went to the well-lit corner of the room and picked him 
or her up. After silently standing in the doorway, the squirm-
ing mass trying to escape, she told me to leave or she’d call the 
cops. I knew she would. She had before. So I left.

As I walked away I said, “Just because you clutch a turtle 
doesn’t mean you hold a wealth of knowledge in your hands.” 
My pseudo-philosophical jab seemed to have no effect, and it 
shouldn’t have. She snickered and slammed the door.

As I sat in the passenger seat of my car, apparently hoping 
that a chauffeur would arrive, I realized that she had no idea 
how to take care of him or her. I had always been the caregiver. 
But the receipt had her name, and so did the Visa bill. I was 
defeated. The hare had won. Aesop would be pissed.

By the end of the month, the emerald gem took on a pale 
lime hue, sickened by the lack of light. The bulb had burned 
out and she didn’t replace it. She died. Turns out she was a she, 
the autopsy revealed.
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they can hear me
By Amy Anderson

they can hear me peeing
it is the loudest sound currently
over the bass bone tones
deep wave chatter
and open-mouthed screaming chewing vegetables
from the vegetable platter
in their ears

their ears
see me tear
eight paper squares
feel me flush
looking in the mirror
as if to check my teeth 
for pee

my spectacle hushed
to the scope of a wail
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Upon Meeting Friends
By Tarun Agnani

Some days the world is perfect 

like a woman’s love.

On waking resting restlessly

mind a mile away

made my way to the Town Square.

Unplanned and unknown to me

the day to come.  

Friends await me  

from now and then

all together to lunch with.

Debate and debauchery 

and drink to satisfy thirst.

In all a thief who

steals the act, 

a master of showmanship,

a magician of the pun,

a lord of a dirty joke.

In me a man who understands

in nodding head and exasperated

gesture how the world works.

In some a kind word to reflect

upon at quieter times.

To make me smile, laugh, and cry 

upon meeting friends.
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Jalapeños
By Jason Garza

Fermenting in their own juices they
sat in a mason jar on a table next to
my father.  He pulled each one out
and ate them whole, saving the stems
which he collected like trophies on the 
rim of his plate.  The satisfaction in 
his face when he bit into each, as if 
he were sitting on his father’s shoulders 
after working in the fields and together 
they grew something
they would always share
even in separation—
even in death.

He forked one and offered it to me.
This green, kidney-shaped vessel covered
in moisture dripped on the table
in slow, broken rhythms. And I
hesitated.
“Is this thing hot?”
“No, not at all.”
“Are you sure?”
“Trust me.”
I took a bite as deep as the pride I felt 
when I heard the stories of my grandfather
who worked with my father in the
fields.
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The heat was a belt cracked across
my face and lightning strikes of white
light segued through a kaleidoscope
of red, green, and brown that converged
into the shape of my father’s eyes—hot
with impatience because I was too
slow to learn:
the family ritual, my grandfather’s language, the strength
of the men who worked
long after their eyes burned, their
hands bled, their backs stained
with the permanent mark of the heat.
Heat that grew from the ground
and created entire cultures of men
who passed this heat
onto their sons.  Heat that can’t be
softened by water, or sweat, or tears, or the
trust a son has for his father.
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Party
By Connor Coyne

Desiree climbs the stairs. Snow on the floor. She shouldn’t stagger, 
but does. She hasn’t been drinking. No, she drank a Pepsi. A Pepsi with 
some rum. And she ate a pie at noon. The crumbs stuck in her teeth, so 
she had a drink. She just drank one. She staggers on the stairs, but frowns, 
grunts, and sighs. Nobody is there to see. She climbs to the music. The 
door shakes. Vocals shake, or maybe Derrick May. House invades?  No, no, 
it’s Assault. Jefferson. Ghettotech. Boom boom. Desiree opens the door 
and steps inside. 
 

Kids are there. They take courses. They’re students. Undergrads. 
Angry. Studying. No they’re not! They’re dancing and jumping and 
shouting and drinking and speaking and speaking and shouting. Desiree 
gets a drink. A rum. Kids crowd around. No Pepsi?  She doesn’t mind, 
she says. The kids throb. A knob turns. A bathroom door opens. Laugh-
ter laughter. Confetti and streamers. The students shake. She wants to 
dance, she says. The lights vanish because a fuse blew. Desiree doesn’t 
care. She dances. Jumps and takes a drink. Sick!  It’s not rum, but gin. 
It’s not Sapphire, but Skol. God!  “Awful!”  She frowns. Sticks out her 
tongue. Takes a swig. Shrugs. Takes a swig… a swig. Tosses her head. Her 
hair falls. Streetlamps singe the curtains. Snow falls. A joke. A rough 
joke. Rough laughter. The light shatters on the glass. Oh, poetic!  Golden 
glistening streelamp glow glimmers on her hair. Her hair tangles. Stu-
dents get lost in there. They  look and maybe lust. Maybe.
 

But Desiree came to the party to lose, to get lost. Work was hard. 
The same always. Today became yesterday. Yesterday became tomorrow. 
Today is already tomorrow. Welcome to work. Tomorrow, today. But her 
house is surrounded by kids. And so she crashes their parties. They don’t 
mind. They don’t care. Their eyes roll, and they smile, bright teeth like 
fangs. The students and their fangs glimmer. They glint. The students 
darken the room. Desiree glimmers. She grins, herself. She shouldn’t 
have staggered, but did. It’s over, right?  Her eyes are tangled. Students 
get lost. All lost all everywhere all over. She never drank.
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Black Sea
By Koh Leigh

This feeling that keeps pulling
feels like rope secured around my ankles,
an anchor dragging me down,
a burden tied to my chest

                         and around my heart.

Does the rest of my life call for
this heaviness?

Resting on my shoulders,
this burden will surely be the one to
smother me,
                         drown me,

until all that there is
and all there ever will be
is this heavy heart

                         and black sea.
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Defeat
By Sarah Austin
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The “Men”
By Sarah Austin
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The Proof is Written
By Allison Fortino
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The Dummy’s Legs
By Allison Fortino
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Aligned
By Gil Goodrow
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Hydration
By Gil Goodrow
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Madness
By Jennifer Hawk
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Survivors
By Jennifer Hawk
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Fence
By Kirby Josephson
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Genesis
By Ariel Sammone
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Untitled
By Kylee Preseau
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Floating
By Carly Lasagna
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Siesta in Puerta Del Sol
By Beth LeBlanc

It is siesta time in Puerta del Sol. The angry crowds have left, escap-
ing the hottest hours of the day. Heat rises off of the cobblestone square 
in steady waves, challenging eyes already riddled with glaucoma. Even in 
the shade, sweat trickles down my bent spine like water trickling through 
the stones of a dry riverbed. Through oily waves of heat I can make out 
signs on the opposite side of the plaza. “No votar,” they say. “Necesita-
mos trabajo,” they yell. “Harto sin pan,” they whisper.

The revolutionaries have left, taking with them their shouts and 
cries for change, leaving behind an echoing silence. My old and twisted 
body is the only one still revolting, refusing to sleep at a conventional 
hour.  A slight breeze blows through the square ruffling the banners and 
bottles that remain. I hold still and hope the kind wind alleviates this 
blanket of heat. In the silence, the chants of the past begin to swell. 

I feel the 1931 season of revolt just as surely as I feel the ides of the 
hot season today. The breeze brings the season of fear that traveled close 
on its heels. My hands shake in the oppressive heat. These hands that 
overturned a republic now feature a maze of purple knots under skin as 
thin as paper and spotted with the proof of age. These lavender ropes un-
der thin parchment knew the fiery passion of ’31 and the cold fear of ’36 
- when blood turns so quickly from the heat of revolution to the freezing 
cold of fear it breaks the vessels holding it.

These young ones that are beginning to trickle back into the plaza 
call themselves “the angry.” Anger is a luxury of the young and inexperi-
enced, one they should treasure. Because after anger comes the feeling of 
being shattered, muted, numb. They oppose unemployment. Have they 
ever had the security of employment without the voice of liberty? Secu-
rity is a luxury we paid for with the soul of a nation.

The bell towers and government buildings stand as crumbling 
reminders of the history that these young ones are trying to repeat; the 
flags, shrouds of revolution. My body, broken by age and dressed in the 
skin of an old soldier, is a reminder of the future they face.

As the last of the angry trickle into the square, my own body ceases 
its revolt against sleep and I feel tired. I shuffle from the square as the 
new militia marches in.
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Oh yes, he knows she’s a thinker,
A deep, deep dreamer
Who wants to know everyone’s story.

She goes on walks, talks to God,
Strains to hear bird melodies,
Joins in with some harmony.

She doesn’t mind yesterday,
But knows her Grandma’s hands
And her best friend’s laugh.

She knows his dad abused him.
Scarred limbs tell more than he will;
Each mark could write a novel.

He learned forgiveness from love-
A family compassionate past pain
In a brother better than blood.

He knows she loves extravagantly.
Feet firm in the hope of tomorrow, 
Lost in finally being found.

She knows he trusts steadfastly.
He is wrapped around her heart
And he’s promised never to break it.

They are close to being there,
That place where paths melt,
“All together now,” they say.

Letting go, coming together-
The first time to know safety;
To hear music and dance it together.

Coming Around
By Kitty Casner
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The Fix
By Amber Cochran

Fall of 2009                                                                                                                                             
our dog died;                                                                                                                                            
 he was struck by a car.                                                                                                                                
We had to take his remains                                                                                                                      
to the vet.                                                                                                                                             
We said our goodbyes and began to part.

We decided to go across the street                                                                                                           
to Burger King.                                                                                                                                            
And there was a man standing in the drive-through
Begging, asking for food.                                                                                                                        
Quite often he’d been there;                                                                                                                          
I could tell                                                                                                                                             
as the drive-thru worker harassed without a concern or care.                                                      
He turned out to be my distant cousin.
Imagine having heard of a “crack head cousin”                                                                                 
that roams the streets.                                                                                                                              
And finally when you meet—                                                                                                                     
he asks for some spare change.                                                                                                       
Though he asked for money                                                                                                                           
I bought him a burger                                                                                                                                
then wished him farewell                                                                                                                            
as he roamed away.

Who knows what he would do…                                                                                                           
save my money towards a fix? 

There’s another at the Chevron gas station                                                                                         
that I haven’t seen in a while,                                                                                                                    
not since start of summer.                                                                                                                       
And there’s another that has taken his place.                                                                                     
The first two are much younger;                                                                                                             
the other is barely middle-aged. 
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This summer my “crack head cousin” was hit by a car
But at least he’s at peace.                                                                                                                         
And the one who’d pump my gas for spare change?                                                                      
Well, I haven’t seen him in a month of Sundays.                                                                                     
I wonder where is he? 

So now the older man makes both of their rounds
along with his:                                                                                                                                    
Chevron, BP, Burger King, McDonald’s, A & J                                                                                      
and nearby corner store chains.
I saw him the other day.                                                                                                                             
His hands couldn’t stay still.                                                                                                                      
He shook like a Parkinson’s patient—                                                                                                     
or a victim of self-induced spasms.                                                                                              
Through the car window,                                                                                                                               
I read his lips.                                                                                                                                            
“Got inny spare change?”                                                                                                                          
And all just passed right on by.

Who knows whether or not he needs money to get a good meal?
Or if he needs a fix                                                                                                                                          
to help him cope and heal—                                                                                                                  
Who knows what he’ll do                                                                                                                        
once my hard earned money                                                                                                                       
is in his hand?                                                                                                                                            
 Who knows of this?                                                                                                                                     
But maybe he really did just need that fix.
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The Final Escape
By Nadia Alamah

They swayed, nonchalant, oblivious to the masses. 

Open your eyes and suddenly you find yourself on the tallest tower over-
looking the city. For miles you see bleakness. Hordes of drones clothed 
in the bleakest black trudge with their heads bent down and shoulders 
hunched, afraid to look at the skies for relief. 
There were days when -in sadness- one would look to the sky, see the 
clouds, search for sun. These days have long since vanished.
Instead, we have been made to cling to the delicate steel bones of the hive 
structure, clinging without understanding, consciousness, hope, or reason, 
purely clinging, knuckles white against the flesh in the tightness of grip, 
led on the subconscious instinct that salvation will come.

They swayed in the fray, their eyes a sunset, their feet feathering footsteps 
across the clouds. They have ascended to a height where oxygen is scarce so 
they wear masks. There’s a whisper in the air about them; as he clasps her 
waist with his hand and her fingers clutch his shoulder, they dance, they 
dance, they dance, the whisper breathes the current that sends them twirl-
ing, into each other’s arms and up into the clouds, the sky, into space, into 
the stars and the warmth of cosmic gases. They dance that of the revolu-
tionary, of the final escape, free from earth’s trappings and into the stars, 
and past them, into the silence. 

He stood atop the skyscraper, no, clung to it, to its crowning needle.  It 
swayed in the wind and nearly sent him flying to his death. They crawled 
about the place, and from this height they seemed to squirm like dusty 
black beetles. From this height they were unreachable. His chest was heav-
ing, a cold sweat glistened on his brow, and he was getting cold.
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I don’t know how I got up here.
Naturally, he found himself in a panic, yet oddly composed, while he was 
scared for his life. Strangely it seemed almost natural being up here, fitting, 
it should be, but he could see icicles biting the railings and frost coating 
the bite of the black metal. It was too cold up here, so he could not stay. 
But this is the needle of the tower, the utmost point that seeks to sink 
itself into the blue-black flesh of the sky, it didn’t have doors, he realized 
he stood gazing at a sickness without a cure and the black mass below 
him intended to feast on every last morsel of the earth’s dead flesh, he 
didn’t know where he was anymore, he didn’t know, but then he realized 
he never knew to begin with. But the issue remained- if he did not get 
himself to safety he would die, and there was no going up, and no attempt-
able entry into the tower and he could not jump to the roof of any other 
buildings, none were close enough. The world below seethed beneath, 
a jumbled heap of ink and piano keys. Yet it was not as if someone had 
deliberately wanted him to die- it was as if they wanted him to die with a 
sinister understanding of whatever message they had intended. 
Black puffs of clouds scuttled in the air and he nearly decided he had no 
choice but to surrender to death. What better way to go than to fly? But 
then something caught his eye: the dying sun sinking over the world’s 
edge, dusty and distant, but there. Somehow,
seeing it gave him reassurance. 

He did not entertain the idea that someone could come for him. The 
height had so astounded him that he did not pause to reflect even on his 
own identity; the height spoke of death; not only his, but the death of 
every man who would dare attempt to seek beyond his reach. The odds 
seemed insurmountable, yet the sunset seemed eternal. It calmed him.
His skin began to glow. 

As they continued to dance, they felt the air about them grow colder and 
the clouds turned to sheets of chipped, scaly ice. It attacked their feet with 
a vengeance. They could not dance and so remained frozen in each other’s 
arms.
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They looked at each other and knew they were about to die.
But their eyes gleamed like sunsets; the feeble light in those last moments 
would see them through. They gazed into each other’s eyes because the 
light in them that kept them going was all they had left. The light grew 
weaker in intensity but burned steady evermore, burning a somber promise 
in their sockets, and it was all they would ever need.
It was beautiful while it lasted.
The ice crept up their bodies and into their lungs. She had time to remove 
her mask. As she went to take his, his hand touched her hand, his other 
pushed back a curl of her hair and caressed her cheek with his finger, they 
never looked away for their gaze was stronger than the coldest tempera-
tures in the universe, and as they leaned into each other, the ice took their 
bodies, but it could not shake the glow from their eyes, never their eyes. It 
crippled and twisted their bodies, clung to them until its grip nearly shat-
tered them, but love overtook.

They exploded in the night sky.

The sun hadn’t moved.

He was certain he had stood there for hours, but sure enough, it was fixed 

in the sky, in the same place, and it didn’t move. He wondered if whatever 

power that placed him on

the tower also stopped the sun. 

The thought spread in his mind like ice.

It seemed like a crazy idea, but at this point, the most insane thing would 

have been to let himself remain crucified. 

Too cold to move, he let the needle tip him over. The man tumbled down 

the length of the pillar and into the thickness of night.

It caught him.
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Liminal
By Barbara Burden

Wrapped in down and silky sheets
I rest in a state of between.
Where my awareness releases the day,
and dreams have yet to begin.

In this state, I hover;
my thoughts drifting free.
The sounds of the wider world dwindle,
drowsing, drifting,
closer to dreams.

Trains whistle mournfully, 
pulling me through the air. 
Longing, longing,
take me there. 

Rain on the roof,
soothing, pattering.
Lure me,
seduce me.

The beat of my heart,
like the pulsing of waves
slowing,
softening.

Consciousness easing
I let myself be.

I surrender my between    
to slip into dream. 
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The Unadulterated
By Paul Fulkerson

A boy came up right suburban,
human world so pertinent – 
its majesty was labor, and
the kingdom spanned the nation round.

Despite this, the child grew within a mist
and his job was to play;
parental white lies sugared the world,
held his mind at bay.
But nature vibrant teased his tongue, and
now and then he craved the fray –
he sought uncooked answers from truth’s molesters, 
but always was dismayed.

His wild heart saw this, knew the bounds of youth’s brain
a creative beast so quickly slain;
so before its beat would fade, the heart drove the boy through 
darkness great,
in search of a dog run astray.

He left the light of the porch, chasing his own will –
through distraught deserts and chemical hills,
over cooked concrete and under blanching beams that beat the 
stars out of the sky.
At the crest where country met city, a view paramount,
the child heard his pounding heart, and visioned out.
He saw a steel horizon, producing aching and groaning cries.
Enterprise was a beast so sly.
And then he turned around to see a forest cloaked till now
He stood before a wall of trees, and it gleamed
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Wisdom and its Location
By Stephanie Bruma

Where do I find wisdom?

Please, can you tell me?

I’ve looked over bridges

And under rocks

I talk to the sky,

In deep infatuation,

I ask questions, 

Amazed by the possibilities

Yet, there’s no response.

Bridges don’t move,

Rocks don’t float,

And the sky doesn’t answer

So,

Where do I find wisdom?

Please, can you tell me?

Could it be the dreams in my brain?

Oozing images of every hope I contain?

Could I find it in a promise?

In a twist?

In the sounds made when a heart breaks?
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First Trout
By Don Beardslee

 He was not old enough to tell time but the small stream 
was a silver ribbon when the boy began fishing. He had watched 
his father work a cheap department store fly rod since sundown. 
The rod was heavy and slow so the father matched the rod speed 
with seemingly effortless casts. The big hexagena pattern rode 
low in the water film leaving only the upright white hair of the 
parachute core visible. Brush choked both sides of the frigid 
twisting current, forcing short careful casts. Enough watching.
 With a strength that belayed his few years he informed his 
father it was time he fished. He was already beginning to shiver, 
for although the June air was warm and soft, with only rubber 
boots to protect his feet the stream was numbing his legs. He 
stepped to his father’s right and began casting. His first cast was 
too hurried; the line cracked and looped around itself. He lowered 
the rod and watched the tangle float past.
 Not everyone develops an inner clock, something which 
puts them in sync with their environment whether on a secluded 
beach or a busy sidewalk. That night he found his. He may have 
felt the weight of the line in the backcast or heard his father’s soft 
direction; he waited for the line to load the rod and drove the 
fly straight upstream. He saw the fly disappear in a swirl and not 
knowing what to do, waited. When he lifted the rod tip he felt 
one short, powerful pull and the big brown was gone.
 He cast again and again without raising another fish and 
they were soon in front of a small cheerful wood fire, recounting 
the night. He fell asleep thinking about the fish. He had lost his 
first wild trout, but it had surely hooked him. 
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Steinway & Sons
By Kristi Amstutz

I’m sorry to have found you in such a state
of Sitting.
       Setting.
            Still. Perhaps wond’ring what you will.

Your music speaks into my heart
by conveyed emotion through a piece of art.

I ask, “What good are you here? Why in a museum to stay?”
How will they ever know your beauty if your sound is forbidden to 
play?
For to preserve your life they caged in your keys!
I’m forced to restraint; I mustn’t touch, just see. 

But know I hear you whisper to my soul
speaking of the shame you feel from being robbed of your role.

Sir-Grand Steinway, I grieve for your loss
Because they’ve made you nothing more than wood, coated with 
gloss.
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Cemetery Road
By Nicole O’Leary

Desperate limbs of ancient maples reach upward
Twisting arms, writhing, reaching
For a vast darkness and glittering stars
They’ll never again grasp onto

Cement angels
Wings crumbling, stare knowingly
They’re trapped here too
Eyes forever open to this silence

Flowers of rust and gold grow near cracked stone
Watered by tired eyes, sullen eyes
Emeralds as empty as the hearts that blind them
They tick, but won’t feel full again

The wind won’t creak the rusty gate
 Even its tired beams don’t dare to break this stillness
Nothing rests on cemetery road
All is quiet, but nothing sleeps here



Breathe
By Jason Lord Case

Inhale slowly, keeping the crosshairs on your target
Exhale slowly, keeping your crosshairs on the target
Do not jerk the trigger
Squeeze it firmly, like your lover
Squeeze as you exhale
You inhaled the breath of man
But you exhale the breath of the beast 

41
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An excerpt from “Undertow”
By Mallory Christensen

Finally, his feet made contact with sand. He opened his eyes, 
realizing he had been walking with them closed. During the day 
the sand was hot and it burned his feet but now, as the sun was 
on its way down, it was beginning to cool. The sand looked like 
crushed amber gemstones in the setting sun, and he shivered as it 
sifted beneath his feet and between his toes.

As he walked closer to the water, he noticed that there was 
no one on the beach. When his mother took him there during the 
day, there was always someone; other mothers with other children 
playing in the water, people sitting under umbrellas reading, 
women playing volleyball with their bikinis and ponytails. They 
were all gone now, at home with their families or alone. He could 
see their footprints, a stray towel, scattered potato chip and candy 
wrappers, the only proof that anyone had been there at all. He 
walked past all these, and into the water.

He waded in until the water reached his knees. It was 
refreshing, but not chilling. He was not sure why he was getting 
goose bumps on his legs, but it was a fine feeling and he did not 
leave the water.

All his grief forgotten, he looked toward the horizon. The sun 
was almost halfway gone, and he could see it moving down even 
further, as if it were sinking deeper and deeper into the ocean, 
drowning until it was nothing more than a chunk of rock, the inky 
waters stealing its life. The colors of the sky began to change, as did 
the reflections on the water. What was once clear blue became all 
shades of orange and purple and pink, the light reflecting from the 
sky to the water, which produced an insubstantial and illusionary 
version of the palette created in the sky. To the boy, it seemed as 
if the water were taking the light from the sun and drawing it into 
itself, making its own art.

It was then that he saw the water move. It was a subtle 
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movement at first, and he almost mistook it for a wave. No doubt 
another person would have, a volleyball player or picnicker. But he 
knew waves did not move like this, slow and tendril-like. The water 
kept moving, growing not only inland but further and further from 
the surface of the ocean. Bright streams of water wove upward, 
copper and violet in the sunset. Strands braided together, forming 
larger strands, while others twisted and curled until they became 
so intricate that he could no longer see all of the details that went 
into each aquamarine filament.

The water continued its convulsing until it towered over the 
boy and stretched out to his sides as far as he could see. All the 
while, the boy stood, knee deep in the salty liquid. He imagined 
how his mother would feel if she could see what was going on, and 
he laughed, despite himself. He looked on, and he wondered why 
he was more curious than he was afraid.

The water stopped moving, and the boy looked up at what it 
had become. He could see a body made of water, one that looked 
almost human, but far more elegant and translucent. It was female 
he could tell for though he could not see its head so high above 
him, he could see its curves and its breasts. Long tendrils of water, 
what would have been hair had the being been human, flowed 
down from her head and across the coastline, reaching as far as the 
boy could see. All was still for a moment, the water, the sun, and 
the boy.

As her body shimmered it shook, very slightly, and then she 
was shrinking, streams untangling and settling, ebbing until she 
was the size of the boy’s mother. He approached her, eyes opened 
wide, lips curled tentatively. He could see her face now, and he was 
sure that he had never seen anything so beautiful. She was made of 
water, nearly transparent, but he could see each of her features as if 
she were made of skin and bone. 
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Her lips were thin, but held a smile that made the boy 
feel warm and intrigued. Her nose was small and rounded, 
perfectly proportioned, tilted upward just enough to make her 
look sophisticated. Her hair, no longer flowing to each side of 
the ocean, was tied behind her head with what looked like a 
starfish. Most of all, her eyes reflected a depth of knowledge and 
understanding that the boy could not know, but nevertheless 
loved. However, none of this made her beautiful, thought the 
boy. No, there was something more. Something of how the water 
moved, glistening in the fading light. Or maybe not that - he did 
not have a real reason, he knew only that he loved this face and 
this being that it belonged to more than he could love his mother 
or father or anyone else. 

He reached out a hand to touch the woman in front of him, 
but she pulled back before flesh made contact with water. He 
frowned, obviously hurt, and took his hand back. Yet, even as he 
frowned, she smiled at him. He could tell that she was not trying 
to make fun of him, not laughing at his arrogance. She was trying 
to comfort him. He looked at her, and could picture her talking, 
apologizing with a voice as serene as a sea before a storm, saying 
that she was so sorry but they could not touch, their worlds were 
too separate and they could not be together. The boy felt a tear 
growing in his eye. He realized that he truly hoped she would not 
say this.

He felt dread in his chest when she opened her lips, for 
though her voice was like that of a siren he feared what she would 
say. He began to beg her. 

But she interrupted him, her voice like waves lapping 
against a rocky shore, speaking in a tongue that the boy could not 
understand. He stopped his sentence, confused. She smiled wryly 
once more, and reached her hand out to the boy. He could hardly 
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believe what was happening – she wanted to touch him after all! 
He reached out again, stepping toward her. But before the earthen 
hand could join the hand of the sea, she began to unwind. She 
came apart, strand by strand, just as miraculously as she appeared. 
The boy found himself unable to move, desperate as he was to keep 
her from becoming once more the placid ocean reflecting colorful 
hues back up into the sky.

She was gone. The boy felt a cool breeze against his cheek. It 
blew his hair, which rustled quietly. The sun continued to set, and 
after a few moments it was over the horizon. 

To read the full version of “Undertow” visit umflint.edu/qua
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